Abstract. The output-input ratio of a car wheel depends on power losses induced by tyre deformation. Wheel static, kinematic and dynamic radii depend on the tyre deformation radii and, consequently, predefine the mover output-input ratio. This article proposes a method to asses an instantaneous output-input ratio of a wheeled mover as a ratio between a wheel kinematic radius and dynamic radius on the basis of the analysis of the previously conducted research.
In the paper [7] , with the reference to the previously conducted research [11] , the authors point out some inconsistencies in relation to the definition of the resistance towards wheel rolling on the basis ofthe equations of the power and force balance.
In the paper [11] we consider the equations of power and force balances of a car drive wheel.
where -power lost by the wheel at its rolling (rolling resistance power);
к ; к -torque at the driving wheel and its angular rate; -longitudinal force applied to the wheel on the body side; -car speed (minimum speed of the wheel axis).
-normal road response to the wheel; -drift of the vector of a normal road response to the wheel (friction factor, rolling factor).
-tangential road response to the wheel, = −Р . By dividing the left and right parts of the equation (2) into к , the authors of the papers [7, 11] obtained the following equations taking into account the ratio (4)
where -moment of wheel rolling resistance. Taking into account that
transform the expression (3) to the form:
Comparing the expressions (5) and (7), we can see inconsistencies as д ≠ к . On the foregoing basis, the author of the paper [7] drew a conclusion that the resistance moment (5), obtained from the power balance equation (2), differs from the resistance moment (7) obtained from the force balance condition (3) . Also, the difference in the moments, correspondingly obtained from the equation of power and force balances, is expressed by the formula:
The author of the paper [7] explains the considered discrepancy by a wrong interpretation of the physical sense of the rolling resistance moment included in the equation (5) and obtained (rolling resistancepower) on the wheel angular rate к . The authors [7] believe that the rolling resistance moment includes not only hysteresis losses but also the losses due to the friction in the contact area pattern. However, the paper [12] demonstrated that the friction in the contact area pattern also causes the drift of a normal road response vector.
In our opinion, the underlined inconsistencies are explained by the fact that the authors of the known papers [1, 7, 11] considered the car wheel dynamics within classical mechanics which considers only solid bodies (bodies with permanent distances between their points).
From this point of view д = к and arising inconsistencies disappear (see the equations (5) and (7)).
To explain the specified inconsistencies, it is necessary to consider the car wheel rolling process withinthe elasticity theory and take into account the deformations of wheel components. At the solving of the specified problem it is necessary to link the wheel output-input ratio, kinematic and dynamic radii.
Purpose and research objectives setting
The research purpose is to define an instantaneous, power and cyclic output-input ratios of a car drive wheel.
To reach the set purpose, one needs to identify the interconnection between kinematic and dynamic radii and the car drive wheel output-input ratio.
Statement of basic material
Kinematic and dynamic radii can be obtained with the help of the following dependencies:
whereР к -traction force applied to the wheel axis. The instantaneous output-input ratio of the car drive wheel can be defined as follows:
Where пол-useful efficiency transmitted from the wheel to the car
затр -power delivered to the wheel from the car transmission затр = к · к ; In the equation (11):
After the substitution of (13) and (14) in (11) we obtain:
The obtained expression for the definition of the instantaneous output-input ratio of a wheeled mover takes into account all the internal power losses in a tyre except for the rolling resistance caused by the drift of the road normal response in relation to the direction the normal load vector acts on the wheel. It should be mentioned that the wheel rolling resistance is predetermined by the specified drift and relates to the occurring efforts of useful (production) resistance, which is proved in the papers [12] [13] . That is why, at the definition of a wheeled mover output-input ratio, one may not take them into account.
To evaluate the correctness of the obtained result, we write the equation (2) for the power balance of the car drive wheel in the following form:
Where -power of the wheel rolling resistance force induced by the drift of a normal road response,
The equation (16) with the account of (4), (12), (15),(17) takes the form:
Dividing the left and right parts of the equation (18) into к , we obtain the following expression after rearrangement:
The power balance equation (3) can be represented in the form (with the account of the wheel power output-input ratio к сил ).
From the expression (20), taking account the equation (19), we obtain:
Where: -wheel rolling resistance factor.
The cyclic output-input ratio of a wheeled mover for the period of time T can be defined as follows:
Where к ( ), д ( )-time control functions of the kinematic and dynamic radii. Therefore, the inconsistency specified in the papers [7, 11] is explained by the fact that the wheel power balance equation has an instantaneous wheel output-input ratio к мгн while the force balance equation has a force output-input ratio к сил . Therefore, if we consider the wheel as a deformed body rather than a solid one, it eliminates the inconsistencies between the force and power balance equations of the drive wheel in the equilibrium.The obtained expressions for an instantaneous output-input ratio take into account kinematic к and dynamic д drive wheel radii. The obtained expressions for a force output-input ratio (see (21)) make us think over the issue what is the rolling resistance moment -designation or internal effort? Apparently, it is an external effort for a car, but if we consider a four-phase mechanism of the car undercarriage (as it is suggested
